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Your Royal Highness,
Your Excellencies,
Ministers,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

This Conference is a special event in more than one way. It brings together
sixteen states – European Union members, candidates for accession and
other European countries – in a new format based on the facts of
geography rather than politics and on related common environmental and
development concerns. Another element of novelty is the fact that this
Conference is the result of an initiative undertaken jointly with one of the
leading non-governmental organisations with a proven record of
excellence in nature conservation: The World Wide Fund for Nature. And
it is also part of the preparatory process for the World Summit for
Sustainable Development to be held next year in Johannesburg.
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The Danube and the Carpathians have shaped the substance of the
Romanian character since the dawn of history. Dimitrie Draghicescu, a
noted philosopher, sociologist and diplomat, wrote in 1907: (I quote) “By
linking with its gentle waves the core of active Europe to the Black Sea
and to the heart of Asia beyond the sea, the Danube is destined soon to
become the most trodden trade route between Europe and Asia […] Side
by side and almost parallel to the Danube, the arching range of the
Carpathians runs across the Romanian lands. The Carpathians and the
Danube are the twin gods of the Romanians.” (end quote) An original
material and spiritual civilisation emerged and developed here over two
millennia stemming precisely from a permanent communion of man with
nature, with its blessings and constraints, in that clearly defined
geographical space.

I would say that this broadly applies to all the countries represented here
today. Despite the darker episodes in our remote or recent common history
the wisdom and harmony of nature have constantly inspired human
interaction and joint constructive endeavour. The values of meaningful
dialogue, co-operation, mutual tolerance and respect for each other’s
identity have always finally prevailed over intolerance, confrontation,
xenophobia or ethnic hatred. In the newly emerging European security
environment the opportunities for working together towards agreed
common goals are greater than ever.

The latest violent events from the northern border of the Republic of
Macedonia show that no effort should be neglected in order to ensure a
steady path to the process of stabilisation and security in Southern-Eastern
Europe. I would like to express, on this occasion, our solidarity and, at the
same time, condolences to the families of the eight Macedonian soldiers –
victims of the last terrorist acts. From “powder barrel”, our region could
and should turn into one of  peace, stability and prosperity.

The purpose of our meeting is to ascertain the existence of common
problems and interests related to the environment and sustainable
development in the Carpathian-Danubian space and to meditate together
on the realistic answers to the challenges of the day. While the focus is
relatively narrow and pragmatic, the results of our joint efforts may be
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more far-reaching in terms of an improved political climate on a regional
scale. The overarching concept of sustainable development provides an
organic linkage and an effective instrument to reconcile the legitimate
aspiration of our peoples for well-being and a better quality of life with the
need to protect the integrity of our environment, to responsibly manage the
available natural resources and to preserve our heritage for the benefit of
future generations.

Nine years ago, when I attended the Earth Summit in Rio, I had the feeling
that a new sort of awareness and a new sense of solidarity were emerging
about our common responsibility for the future of humankind. A lot of
ground has been covered since. Much has been accomplished, but
significant controversies still have to be resolved and obstacles to be
overcome. A mounting body of scientific evidence reinforces the
conclusion of the Rio Summit, further confirmed by the UN Millennium
Declaration of September last year, that the development pattern induced
from the Industrial Revolution onwards has produced, alongside its
obvious benefits, a negative impact on the environment entailing
unacceptable material and human costs. The civil society and the media
have played an outstanding part in building up public awareness and
political responsibility in connection with the global issues confronting all
mankind.

One such issue of worldwide significance, but which has a direct bearing
on our own region, is global warming caused by human activities leading
to climate change. Unprecedented combinations of floods and water
shortages, parching droughts in summer and no snow for skiing in winter,
extensive forest fires and mud streams or landslides have become quite
common in the countries represented at this meeting. You may be aware
that Romania recently ratified the Kyoto Protocol to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, the first country in continental Europe to
do so. Our decision was not motivated by a wish to score political or
prestige points – it was strictly pragmatic. According to the Romanian
Constitution a duly ratified international agreement takes precedence over
existing domestic legislation. In simple terms we took a shortcut by
assuming the obligations, and also expecting the benefits, that derive from
the application of flexible financial mechanisms. The bottom line is that
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Romania is in a good position to become a significant regional actor in the
emerging competitive market of environment-friendly goods and services.

Dear colleagues and friends,

The Danube and its tributaries have long been the lifeline for trade and
other economic activities in a large portion of the European continent.
When the European Danube Commission was established following the
Crimean War of 1857-59, the overriding idea was to avoid exclusive
control by any power. Today the Danube is the only major river where
ships of all nations have a right to free passage. Moreover, the completion
of the Rhine-Main-Danube has created a genuine trans-European waterway
linking the North Sea to the Black Sea and farther on to the rich
hydrocarbon resources and emerging markets of the Caucasus and the
Caspian basin. It may be the right time to start thinking in more concrete
terms about future multilateral arrangements that should reflect and turn to
good account this new geographical reality.

In the meantime, the riparian countries have a lot to do and much to gain
from the comprehensive development of the Danube seen as a major
resource and a gift of nature. The first order of business is to restore the
river to its normal function as a major navigation route. Recent events in
the Balkans and the downturn in some countries with economies in
transition have brought down the traffic of goods along the Danube from a
peak of 100 million tonnes in 1989 to some 30 million last year. But
overcoming the temporary disruption, with apparently realistic solutions
now well under way, is just a minimal immediate goal. The potential for
river shipping is much greater if we compare even the highest tonnage of
the Danube traffic to the current relevant figures for the Rhine, for
example. Future actions should include the development of harbour
facilities in line with the modern requirements of multi-modal transport,
implementation of state-of-the-art information and traffic control systems,
upgrading the river-going fleet.

The Danube can also be seen as an ideal vehicle for the gradual economic
integration of the riparian countries and an axis for all-European co-
operation. Emplacement of industries that can benefit most from low-cost
transport of bulk or heavy goods or transboundary co-operation between
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enterprises along the river on the basis of obvious complementarity clearly
make a lot of sense. The prospects for enhanced tourist activities supported
by quality passenger service, recreational boating and local attractions
such as historical sites, cultural events and entertainment facilities are
considerable. With proper management river fishing can also become a
significant economic activity and source of revenue.

All this calls for a hard new look at the environmental status of the
Danube. Because of neglect and lack of proper co-ordination, the Danube
is now by far the largest contributor to the heavy pollution of the Black
Sea, which is reaching a catastrophic point. Unprocessed urban and
industrial waste discharges, plus organic nutrients washed down through
irrigation systems either directly into the river or through its tributaries
have created serious threats to safe drinking water supply downstream and
to the very survival of rare species of wildlife, including sturgeon. Unique
wetlands ecosystems, in particular the Danube Delta, require urgent
attention through medium and long-term co-ordinated action.

Some of the daunting problems concerning the rational use, ecological
rehabilitation and adequate protection of the Danube go way beyond the
possibilities of individual countries, no matter how much good will they
show and how large the resources they are prepared to set aside for that
purpose. That is why the new spirit of regional solidarity that has made this
Conference possible in the first place is so important. Water pollution,
flood control and other issues with a significant environmental impact are
regional in nature and they have to be addressed at a regional level with
adequate international guidance and support.

Dear colleagues and friends,

To the people in the countries represented here the Carpathians with their
extensions into the Balkans and the Dinaric Alps are not just a mountain
range running across several countries. They are also a source of
livelihood and wealth creation, a fountainhead of ancient traditions and a
way of life, a treasure store of biodiversity and sustainable wildlife, a part
of the common European heritage.
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The Carpathians really matter to the Romanians. The alpine area covers
about one-third of the national territory including 3.3 million hectares of
farmland, 2.4 million hectares of natural pastures and about 4 million
hectares of woodland, including the largest tracts of virgin forest. The
mountains are home to 3.6 million people who spawned about one million
private farms and businesses, most of them on a subsistence basis.

Romania has acquired a certain amount of experience in structuring
coherent strategies for the complex and sustainable development of alpine
areas by combining economic and social objectives with the basic demands
of conservation and environmental protection. A special agency for the
alpine zone and a training and innovation centre for development have
been established under the authority of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food
and Forests. Further actions are envisaged in line with the
recommendations of the first World Alpine Forum and in anticipation of
the International Year of Mountains in 2002. A recent initiative envisages
the creation of a Carpathian Institute designed to bring together the
existing research and development capabilities on a regional basis.

Recent Government decisions spelled out specific measures, in accordance
with our EU accession commitments and the National Strategy for
Sustainable Development, for the reforestation of degraded land and
increasing wooded areas by at least one hundred thousand hectares until
2004. The role of central authorities is likely to be enhanced in the process
of forest restoration and sustainable management regardless of the form of
ownership by strengthening institutional capacity for strategic planning
and adequate regulation of forestry activities, including early steps for
forest certification. Mindful of the cultural component of sustainable
development, the Government also took steps toward preserving some of
the most significant assets of the national heritage such as the old city of
Sibiu and the fortified churches in its vicinity or the ancient Dacian
strongholds in the Orastie Mountains.

While each of our countries has certain achievements and plans for the
future, the time has come to see what can we do together in harmonizing
the objectives and practical methods for a genuine regional mountain
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policy. We are encouraged by the experience of the Alpine Convention
and alpine network of protected areas, which is highly relevant for the
success of the Carpathian Ecoregion Initiative currently being developed
by the World Wide Fund for Nature.

Dear colleagues and friends,

Many of the ideas that have been expressed at this Conference and at the
preceding Ministerial Meeting have been recorded in the draft Declaration
submitted to the approval of the participating states. I think that our experts
have accomplished a good piece of work. The agreed text is well balanced
and it reflects the maximum degree of consensus that can be achieved at
this stage and at this level on the basic principles and guidelines for action
toward improving the environment and promoting sustainable
development in the twin regions of the Carpathians and the Danube basin.

We shall accomplish the ambitious goals we set for ourselves only if we
are able to translate them into deeds that have a direct impact on our
citizens’ quality of life in a healthier environment. In a broader sense the
key to our future success depends on consistent implementation of the
principles of good governance with strong and respected institutions, clear
and transparent legislation and regulatory mechanisms, pre-eminence of
the law and respect for the citizen’s rights and liberties. It also depends on
our newly found determination to work together bilaterally and
multilaterally for the common good.

Our continued co-operation with the European Union, with the relevant
agencies of the United Nations family and with the international financial
institutions will certainly enhance our ability to prepare and bring to
fruition realistic joint projects with clear benefits for our respective
countries, for our region, for our Europe.
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